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one of those modern desks — do you know them ? - cylindrical, in plain wood. But I decided against it. Reminds you too much of trade or some commonplace business. Doesn't do for a big chief. An agency like this must have a long-established air about it after a short time.
" Look how convenient it is - this door that communicates with your own room. Because I'm going to put you in here. Suit you all right, eh? This courtyard has as much light as the street. YouVe even got a fine view of the side of the Prefecture of Police. Later on we'll have an office-boy who will sit in the ante-room, open the door, get people to write their names down, and so on. You'll have to do all that in the meantime."
*c But how about when I'm out ? You said I would have to go about a lot. . . ."
" Yes, that's a difficulty. Perhaps I shall have to fix my office hours for the times when you are here. On the other hand, I shall have to make appointments to suit my clients. Then again, I may want to send you out at any moment of the day.. . . We'll have to see about all that."
It was not one of those days when life seems complicated and difficulties insoluble. Not only had he confidence in his destiny ; he even stopped a moment to be grateful to it. A man usually taciturn, he was overflowing with speech. He congratulated himself that he had somebody young with him, to whom a kind of simplicity in his delight did not run the risk of making htm look ridiculous. Still, Wazemmes could not understand him altogether. He was not quite young enough for Haverkamp to dare to confide to him his most intoxicating thoughts, which were those of a child.
" Isn't it fine to have all this ! An apartment like this all to myself. These mouldings. These cornices. That handsome fan-light over the door. A salon with a big oval in the ceiling, just like rich people, I wish my uncle Maxime, of Wormhoudt, could see me here. That table they're going to send me. Mahogany - a fine wood, ever so much better than oak. The £un of sitting at it. I get up to open the double door. A good curtain, as soon as I can get one.
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